For purists

For everyone

en

For poets

international

Words …

reliable

fast

Root of all knowledge, cradle of creativity,
foundation of all human interaction,
expression of the desire for understanding,
contradiction of singularity, inventiveness
of language, shattering the complexity of
our world, identity-giving inspiration
behind value-oriented decisions …

interactive

A reflection of what has gone before.

complex

Redefine your organization’s words.
Use your potential, discover the magic
of language, uncover beauty, experience
knowledge beyond mere definition,
convey values, build bridges, tear down
barriers, create a shared language,
foster identity, optimize communication …
know synergy in perfection.

intelligent
unique

innovative
smart
integrative
attractive

flashterm.eu

definitive

Eisenrieth Dokumentations GmbH
Edlingerstraße 15
D-81543 Munich, Germany

quality-assured
collaborative
inspirational

Tel.: (+49) 89 / 3090 428-11
Fax: (+49) 89 / 3090 428-29
flashterm@edok.de

Terminology management
more than managing words
flashterm
more than terminology management
be your own poet
be as smart as flashterm

For pragmatists
Unlimited languages: Choose from 195 predefined languages or add more
OneScreen and OneClick principle: Clarity,
structure and design – making the complex
amazingly simple
Search function with various filter options:
Search quickly, across all languages, and only
find what you’re looking for
Assign subject areas and categorizations:
Data structuring down to the last detail
Personalized list of Bookmarks: Avoid
repeated searches
WatchList: Spare your colleagues unnecessary
searches – create and distribute lists, optimize
collaboration
Integrated research browser and OneClick
hyperlink navigation: Help everyone get
where they need to go with a minimum of
effort
Integrated communication tool: The software provides a platform for interactive communication about each term
Linked concepts: Link concepts, expand
horizons
Matching: Put together what belongs
together
Log book, metamorphosis: Detailed change
logs with smart visualization
Weighting: You decide which synonymous
designations are to be used as a preference, as
alternatives, internally only or not at all

Variety: Differentiate weighting in the context of
different target groups

Extensive user/rights management: Because
not everyone can or should do everything

A range of export options: crossTerm,
MultiTerm, TBX, XML …

TermInspector (optional): A database-synchronized checking tool for MS Word, offering reliabledetection of incorrect terminology usage in Word
documents

Web interface (optional): Worldwide, software-independent, password-protected database
access via browser.
Go global!

Accessible via: PC / Mac, iPhone, iPad,
browser

